
Going Digital – Workshop 1st May, Goldsmiths, University of London 
 
 
Ways of sharing your research – looking for modes of dissemination and 
openness.  
 
In this practical workshop we looked at some techniques for sharing research 
and expressing our research ideas.  
 
Digital channels and networks of dissemination allow us to reach new 
communities around the world with our research. It is more open and available 
to the public than ever before, and in some ways, putting our thinking ‘out there’ 
in these seemingly lawless places can feel inhibiting.  
 
Our workshop was an attempt to open up some of the ways that the internet’s 
immediacy can be used to keep research alive as time passes, to take advantage 
of the huge numbers of interested people waiting to engage with your thinking.  
 
Rather than feeling protective of ideas and concepts that inform our research, 
this workshop aimed to invigorate that part of the researcher who wants to talk 
about what they’re doing, to have someone share in the way they are thinking. 
This does not mean people will steal your ideas. Often, debates sparked online by 
sharing elements of research can become central to the direction that this work 
takes.  
 
We all have our influences, and with enthusiastic digital engagement, we can 
begin to influence others.   
 
ACTIVITY 1: THE PITCH 
During the pitching experiment, participants were invited to explain their 
research to their colleagues in the room in a 3 minute ‘pitch’. The idea here is not 
to intimidate or to refine the subtleties of the work to something too basic, but to 
explore, in three minutes, something in the work RIGHT NOW that excites us.  
 
PAPER 1: LES BACK – THE ACADEMIC DIARY 
Les Back introduced his work on the academic diary, a resource which is freely 
available online, a series of ‘diary entries’ which form an intellectual experience 
of the academy.  
 
The academic diary is free for anyone to read, and is a great example of 
responding to that urge to get something out there. Technology hasn’t changed 
the way we think so much as it has enabled us to communicate our thinking in a 
huge variety of ways.  
 
PAPER 2: DANIEL ROURKE - sharing your thinking. Online communities, 
repository and collecting places.  
 
We were also joined by Daniel Rourke, a PhD candidate and lecturer in Art at 
both Goldsmiths and Kingston Universities.  



 
Daniel shared with us his vast list of resources, places where he shares all of the 
work that will eventually go into (even in tiny and subtle ways) his thesis.  
 
(list follows at the bottom of this document).  
 
 
ACTIVITY 2: RECORDED DISCUSSION 
 
Using basic sound-recording equipment, participants made podcasts of 
themselves discussing their research.  
The discussion was built on and around the pitching experiment which had take 
place earlier in the day, requiring participants to have listened to one another’s 
description of their work, and using that to ask further questions, discovering 
common ground for discussion which would be of interest to others who may 
come across this material on the internet.  
 
 
The podcasts themselves have the potential to become recorded archives of 
these researchers’ current thinking around a certain area. They do not betray the 
intellectual property of the participants, but (hopefully) broadens their presence 
online in the wider debates affecting their work. 
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Feel free to add comments with tips, recommendations, criticism etc. 
My personal website has two main sections, using two different pieces of software: 

-          URL : machinemachine.net 

-          Wordpress blog : Open, free software for blog hosting. Infinitely malleable 

-          Sweetcron / Lifepress stream : Old school aggregation software 

(abandonware) superseded by Tumblr, twitter etc. 
 

My website collates information I gather around the web from multiple locations, 

using RSS feeds. I add tags to create a public notebook, archive of my work and 

research, that allows me to recall, research and wallow in serendipity. What’s more, 

this archive exists as long as I want, and will never get closed down 

(Myspace/Posterous etc.). Backstage I archive all my tweets, and can search through 

them for instance (difficult to do actually on the twitter site). 
 

Here are some of the ways I gather information, resources, as I go along: 
 

-          RSS feeds I gather on my site from things I do around the web / on my phone on 

the go 

o   Delicious, Diigo, Pinboard : Link/bookmark savers 

o   Diigo : has the benefit of an annotation tool to highlight text in articles you 

save online 

o   Pocket, Instapaper – saves articles in a format best viewed on iPad / iPhone 

/Android etc. Can also be linked in with RSS feeds and ifttt.com (see 

below)  for other effects 

o   FourSquare : I use this to make note of exhibitions I visit that I want to 

remember later. Stores photos too, so can log an art exhibition and 

contents 

o   Findings : Saves and shares quotes 

o   LibraryThing : Virtual book depository 

o   Flickr / Instagram : Photo communities 

-          Tools I use every day to connect, store and make life easier 

o   DROPBOX : Invaluable. It backs up all my documents, I use it to 

collaborate on projects, to store PDFs that I can then annotate and read on 

my iPad. Integrates well with software such as: 

§  PDF Expert / iAnnotate PDF / UPAD / Remarks / DocAS : I use the 

first one here mainly, but all these apps for iPad / Android can be 
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used to annotate PDFs, store them on Dropbox, and view the 

results later 

§  Readmill / iBooks / Kindle / Stanza : Same job, but for eBooks 

(ePub / Mobi format) 

§  Plaintext / Daedalus / Writing Kit / Nocs : Make notes on the go, 

auto macked up to Dropbox to be edited later on your computer 

o   Google Drive (formally Google Docs) : Replacement for Microsoft Word, 

allows online collaboration and sharing of docs and can be used “on the 

go” on tablets and laptops. 

o   IFTTT : An amazing tool that allows you to magically connect up distinct 

online tools. Lots of ‘recipes’ already developed by the community, for 

instance: 

§  Favourite in Pocket -> auto converts to PDF, sent to Dropbox folder 

§  Facebook status update -> Automatically saved to Evernote 

§  Tweet -> Mirrored at Facebook 

§  Favourite a YouTube video -> Automatically download and save to 

Dropbox 

§  And a million other combinations…. 

o   Yahoo Pipes : Do things to RSS feeds : filter, recombine, edit, convert 

-          Other tools that offer interesting ways to save, store and share: 

o   Evernote : Your online, private/public notebook for EVERYTHING. Make 

notes, backup article you have read online, can convert the text in an 

image taken on your smartphone to searchable content. Evernote can do 

most of the things all the tools in this list can do. 

o   Scribd : Backup and share PDFs 

o   Zotero : Incredible piece of software for web/desktop. Replaces Endnote 

and adds to functionality. Save your bibliography as you go along, call it 

up in Word documents or online. Build bibliographies at flick of a button 

in any style you like. 

o   Video streaming / webchat: 

§  YouTube / Vimeo : Great for sharing work/recordings 

§  Ustream / Livestream : Conference software that livestreams your 

presentation and keeps a backup that people can share/embed etc. 

§  Tinychat.com / Google+ : Great for web conferencing more than 2 

people (for free, unlike Skype) 

o   Bufferapp : Tweets or Facebooks for you in your absence. Great for 

spreading out things you share throughout the day. Could be used to tweet 

a conference at specific times, so you can concentrate on being at the 

conference, for instance. 

-          Invaluable browser Plugins (for Chrome / Firefox) 

§  AdBlock / AdBlock Plus : Cuts all advertising out of your browser 

§  TabCloud : Save every tab open in your browser in a ‘cloud’ for 

later 

§  Most of the tools above have a plugin component (Pocket, Zotero, 

Evernote, Twitter etc.) 

-          Social presence 

o   academia.org  : Great way to connect with academics and be seen. Can 

stand in place of a departmental profile that may only be updated once a 
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year. Backup your papers, tag them and be amazed when people find them 

online, read them and contact you. 

o   DanelionJournal.org : Worth a look, and any academic can sign up. Build 

your own academic communities. 

o   Tumblr : Can be used as a blog, repository of images, links etc. Malleable 

and open. 

o   Facebook - more than just friends. Has recently become a great way to 

connect with academics/artists in/around/alongside/outside your discipline. 

o   Google+ : Facebook for geeks, but also can be used for collaborating, 

conferencing (see above) 

o   Twitter : More than just sound bites about what you had for breakfast. 

Twitter is my go to tool for connecting with the academic community. 

Great for conferences, join debates that are happening in realtime and 

always be part of the conversation. If you use Facebook for social stuff, 

then use Twitter for academic/business stuff. Invaluable. 

o   about.me : Make a simple profile page about yourself. Easy, can be 

connected to other online sources you use. Gives you a simple url to stick 

at the bottom of your email signature etc. 
 

Some academics to look at who disseminate their work widely and are open to social 

web visibility: 

o   Steven Shaviro, Brian Holmes, Rosa Menkman, McKenzie Wark, Janneke 

Adema, Lev Manovich, Nina Wenhart, Nathan Jurgenson, Steven Conner, 

Jussi Parikka 
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